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Birthday and other
parties in the school
environment

Birthdays and parties in the school environment
Children with diabetes can and want to enjoy parties and other
celebrations at school as any other kid. Current treatments and
information make this possible, we just need coordination
between school and family and to plan ahead.

What should we do in the birthdays of
classmates at school? There are several
options:
Do not bring sweets. We can change the habit of bringing
sweets to school. This would make be consistent with the
health educational message of not bringing sweets to
school and not associating celebrations with food. In its
place we could take other kinds of gifts that we love and do
not give us tooth cavities (stickers or handcrafts made by
the kid whose birthday it is).
Bring suitable sweets, for the kid that have some
limitations with food (diabetics, coeliacs, those suffering
from allergies or food intolerance). Many parents provide
the teachers with these kinds of treats (without sugar,
without gluten,…), in case of any event where sweets are
shared out, so no child is left out.

What to do in celebrations with access to food
In many school celebrations, such as the Day of the Canary
Islands or Christmas parties, we share special moments around
food. It is important for you to know that kids with diabetes can
eat all types of food, including those with sugar. What we need to
know is the amount of carbohydrate of each food so we can
adapt the treatment. This information is provided in the table of
nutrients that fortunately appears on the outside of most products.
Whenever you can, choose those products that show the table of
nutrients. The “no sugar” or “suitable for diabetics” is insufficient if
it is not accompanied by a table of nutrients.
Some examples of foods that we can eat freely with having to
inject insulin are “lite” soft drinks, olives, ham omelette, hardboiled, almonds, walnuts, hazelnuts, pine nuts, sugarless jelly,
avocado, rations of Burgos white cheese, ham, turkey, low-fat
cold meats, etc. If you bring these types of food, you are making it
easier for us to join-in the eating without having to worry about
injecting insulin or calculating carbohydrates for the food rations.

Important: A well-informed environment improves the quality of life and well-being of
kids with diabetes. By following these recommendations, you are helping to make it
happen for them. Thank you.

